Impact of Deepfake Technology on Digital World Authenticity: A Review
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ABSTRACT
Deep fake technology is an emerging technology that creates fake videos by using artificial intelligence (AI) with the facial expression and lips sing effect. Deep fake technology is widely used in different scenarios with different objectives. Deep fake technology is used to make a highly realistic fake video that can be widely used to spread the wrong information or fake news by regarding any celebrity or political leader which is not created by them. Due to the high impact of social media, these fake videos can reach millions of views within an hour and create a negative impact on our society. This technology can be used by criminals to threaten society by making such deep fake (AI) videos. The results suggest that deepfakes are a threat to our celebrities, political system, religious beliefs, and business, they can be controlled by rules and regulations, strict corporate policy and awareness, education, and training to the common internet users. We need to develop a technology that can examine such types of video and be able to differentiate between real and fake video. Government agency also needs to create some policy to regulate such technology so that monitoring and controlling the use of this AI technology can be managed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Deepfake video technology is made of two words Deep means ‘In-depth’ and fake means ‘not real’ in other words we can say that the video is made by using the analysis of the relatively same type of video of a person with the deep learning technology for self-leaning[1, 2]. After analyzing these data sets able to create my own fake video of that person. It is widely use by common people to swap there face with movie hero or clip[3]. The spread of smartphones with high-quality digital cameras in combination with easy access to a myriad of software apps for recording, editing, and sharing videos and digital images in combination with deep learning AI platforms has spawned a new phenomenon of faking videos known as Deepfake[1, 4]. In a study, we find that the graph of deepfake video increases very drastically in various spaces of society such as in digital marking, political marketing, etc which helps the society in a very positive manner and helps them in very different approaches using artificial intelligence. According to the study done by sensity.ai published shows that the content of deepfake media is just double every six months as shown in figure 1 till 2020[5].

![Figure 1: Rate of online deepfake video](image-url)
There is one more report published by world Economics forum[6] regarding research paper publication on deepfake figure 2 shows that it’s really very emerging topic not only digital world but also in research world. These above studies show that how fast this technology is used by the society in various fields.

**Figure 2: Rate of Deepfake research paper published**

II. CREATION OF DEEPFAKE

There are many applications which you can use to create deepfake video event without having too much knowledge of the domain. This make deepfake a big threat to society application such as Face App, Deep Face Lab etc. These types of applications use deep neural network to create Deepfake. There are two ways to create deep fake video. First one is to superimpose the fake audio to the video. And second one is by superimposing benign image into legitimate one[3, 7].

\[
\min_{G} \max_{D} V(D, G) = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim P_{data}(x)}[\log D(x)] + \mathbb{E}_{z \sim P_{z}(z)}[\log(1 - D(G(z))]
\]

where,

- \( G = \) Encoder, \( D = \) Decoder, \( P_{data}(x) = \) distribution of real data, \( P_{z}(z) = \) distribution of generator, \( x = \) sample from \( P_{data}(x) \), \( z = \) sample from \( P_{z}(z) \), \( D(x) = \) Discriminator network, \( G(z) = \) Generator network

There are mainly three steps to create deep fake.

1. **Extraction:** As we know that deepfake based on deep learning technology and it required large amount of data set. To create deepfake video we required large amount of picture of that person. In extraction all the frame that face and do alignment of them. The alignment is very important and critical phase which done using neural network. We do face swapping and for this all the face size should be same.

2. **Training:** Training is done by using machine learning technology it alludes to the procedure which permits a neural network system to change over a face into other. It is a time taking process which take some few hours and done only once at the time of preparation. When the training finished it can able to change over a face from individual A to individual B

3. **Creation:** As the training finished it is the last step to create deepfake. It is start with a video or an image, all casings are removed and all appearances are adjusted. At that point, everyone is changed over-utilizing the prepared neural system. The last advance is to consolidate the change over the face once again into the first casing. Its sounds like very simple and easy to implement.it is really where most Deep fake applications turn out badly. As already been told that autoencoders are used to create a deepfake[3].
The algorithm which is used to create Deepfake are generative network and encoder-decoder neural network i.e. generative adversarial networks (GANs)[8-14]. The main objective of this is to implement face transpose or replace. The face of one person to the face of other person as per as intention of the video. There are two components are encoder and decoder. the encoder network that will help to achieve a dimensional reduction by encoding the data starting from the input layer until it reduces the number of variables. The second one is the decoder network which reduces variables to create a new output very similar to the original[15] as illustrated in figure 5. The deepfake video generated by collecting the aligned face of two person i.e face of person A and face of person B. After that encoder EA is to reconstruct the face of A using data set of face A. In the same manner the face of deepfake we use the weight of these two encoder EA and EB by sharing. But decoder is separated. As soon as optimization has been done. Now any image having face of A can be encode by sharing this encoder but decoded by decoder DB.

![Figure 3: Deepfake principle. Top: the training parts with the shared encoder in yellow. Bottom: the usage part where images of A are decoded with the decoder of B](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Tools used to create Deepfake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. AE Face Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Deepfakes Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. DF Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Face Ripper 9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Face Swap Online</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. DEEPAKE THREATS

There are many examples of deepfake technology used to threat the society in different fields such as political[16], social, economic, and many fields of society. As we see in figure 5 most of the fake news is related to politics and in figure 6 its show video is more created to spared fake news. Hence, we can say that deepfake play very important role in the field of fake news creation. The fake news content which is made by using deepfake technology[17] is look alike more authentic and easier to believe to the content of the video. As India is a emotional country. A study done by sensity.ai [18] shows in Figure 4 that India is in top 4 country in the world after USA, U.K and South Korea in the creation of deepfake Content.

As per as report publish in NCRB[19] report publish in 2020 the communal riots increase 96% and fake news play very important role in this. Fake news look alike more authentic when it was created with deepfake technology. Fake news is really very dangerous for democracy. There is one more example of Indian journalist/human rights activist whose deepfake pornographic[20] video goes viral to create pressure on the journalist [21]. Apart from this if any deepfake of political leader just before the election and goes viral. It really effects the result of the election due to false news and decide the future of the country.
As the fake news increased very rapidly this technology is also used to spreading fake news. A study [22] done on fake news subject matter on Indian platform. In that study we find that fake news out of communalism, politics, economy, crime, education, entertainment, education, health, sports, international, historical, politics is very almost 71% and communalism is at second highest 22% of all fake news as shown in figure 3. Deepfake video is now use by political party of India for speeding information. There is one more example of use of deep fake video technology is used by one of major political party of India.

When we try knowing that the type media used to spared fake news. We come to know that the almost 50% of fake news contain video as media as compare to image text, info graphics, text with link/attachment, text image as figure 6. The fake news widely used video to spared wrong information it is the reason that use of deepfake technology is play a very big role to create fake news of next level which cannot be easily authenticate.

IV. DETECTION OF DEEPFAKE

There are various method suggest by researcher to detect deepfake[1, 23-26] such as the use of photo response non uniformity (PRNU) analysis was proposed [27] in the analysis of deepfake using senor pattern noise to analysis. PRNU is approx to no considered as the fingerprint of digital cameras left in the images by the cameras[28-30]. The analysis is widely used in image forensics[28-32]. There is model proposed by Hasan and Salah[33] for deep fake detection blockchain and smart contracts. But it Limitation that video sources should be traceable. The latest work on adversarial perturbation attacks to fool DNN-based detectors[34-38] by deepfake detection task become more difficult to trace.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Deepfake really a upcoming threat to the future of digital world trust. Incoming day it is big question that what we are seeing in digital world we have to believe it or not. Deepfake is widely used pornography for blackmailing[39] the Press[40], politics[41] and Social activist[42]. Apart from this it is also used to manipulate election which is serious threat to democracy. To control this damage before it happens, we need to develop a mechanism to detect deepfake video authenticity in minimum amount of possible time. So that any deepfake video gone viral people able to detect it in online process and check the authenticity. There are many technology available for deepfake such as Detection Using Recurrent Neural Networks[15], Detection through Optical Flow Based CNN[43], detection by analyzing convolutional traces[44] and many more but there is limitation in these technology that it will time taking and highly complex to use as compare as creation of deepfake video is easily available online. We need develop an fast methodology which can easily implement with minimum resource. This methodology can be use for primary detection of deepfake. Apart from this there are other ways to control deepfakes:

- Strict Government Rules and regulation[45],
- Strict corporate policies with Strict action, Introducing Public awareness training program on deepfake[46], and
- Encourage deepfake methodology that helps deepfake detection, content authentication, and deepfake prevention.

FUTURE WORK

In this paper we try to analyze the threats of deepfake to the society in different scenario of the society and the future of democracy. In Future work we need to develop a fast methodology to detect deepfake and also develop an online portal for the detection of deepfake using point in mind such as distance of cheek and forehead, appearance of skin, distance between eye brows, facial hair appearance, mole on face, blinking of eyes, size of lips, color of lips and many more point in which we will work to detect deepfake.
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